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Abstract
A position on what the various factors influencing word order (and other
linguistic features) are and how they interact will be taken. Then a brief
historical overview will be given of the theoretical and methodological attitudes underlying the body of research that has been done on Sanskrit word
order. In the central chapter, for one particular Sanskrit text (Dandin’s

Dagakumaracarita) one particular aspect of word order (the position of
predicates) will be discussed in detail, applying the theoretical outlook
presented in chapter 2, referring back to the history of research outlined in
chapter 3
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Chapter 1
Introduction
These pages are my modest attempt to say something interesting about
Sanskrit word order, as far as constraints of time and space andthecircumstances of writing would permit. The main theoretic concern will be
with the respective roles that grammar and style play for word order in
Sanskrit, a language that is often said to have ‘free word order’ (what that
means in detail will hopefully becomeclearer), and that is preserved to us
not least importantly in literary documents, for the proper interpretation
and appreciation of which stylistic considerations would seem to be quite
relevant.
The problem of the relationship of grammar and style has been intriguing Indologists for a long time; the following passage about the literary
Prakrit Maharastri (Jacobi 1886, p. LXVI) mayserveas illustration:
Die prakritische Wortstellung ... ist frei, ohne willkurlich zu
seln. Sie dient nicht mehr ausschlieSlich der Kennzeichnung
oder Hervorhebung der Satzteile als solcher, obschon die grammatische Funktion stets ein wirksamer Faktor fur die Stellung
der Worte blieb; sondern sie hangt ebenso von der Natur der
darzustellenden Sache, dem Zusammenhange und dem Wohllaute ab. In der richtigen Abmessung des Einflusses, der jedem
der genannten Faktoren zukommensoll, beruht offenbar zum
groBen Teile die Kunst des Prosastiles.
I could not agree more with Jacobi’s opinion, which is why this quotation
makes a good starting point for my exposition; at the same time, I consider
this dissertation to be something of an experimental approach to the study
7

of Sanskrit word order, so it could happen that the form of my discussion
will turn out to be rather different from his.
Iam pursuing two parallel aims in my approach: On the one hand, I am
trying to stay quite clear throughout about the theory and methodology
that I am following; for this reason, I have prefaced the investigation with
a chapter that tries to give as full an account as possible of the assumptions
with which I am entering my discussion. On the other hand, I have been
aiming for a sort of exhaustiveness that would allow me to see not only
those cases which can befairly satisfactorily explained, but also those that
cannot, and which groupis the larger one.
Tio achieve this aim inside the boundsof this dissertation, I had to restrict my subject matter quite radically to one particular aspect of Sanskrit
word order, and to a text of manageable size. As for the subject matter,
the dissertation concentrates on the word order behaviour of predicates.
Predicates are arguably the most central parts of clauses (only they are not
optional, and they partly determine the number and nature of the other
parts of the clause). They have also received some interesting treatments
in the past which will provide a convenient starting point and backdrop for
discussion.
Faced with the decision of whether to look at some new text with old
eyes, and most likely not being able to go beyond basic description, or
trying to look at a text that has been comparatively well studied already,
evaluating what has been done and finding out how to improve onit, the
latter seemed more profitable. I have chosen Dandin’s Dasakumaracarita,
not only because of previous acquaintance with it, but also because it has
been discussed from several angles in the literature on Sanskrit word order,
one reason being that it affords plenty of illustration for one particularly interesting stylistic figure connected with the predicate, which we will discuss
in section 4.1.
The fourth ucchvdsa of the DasSakumadracarita has been singled out
for discussion. The position of the predicate of every sentence in it has
been considered and categorized; the results are presented in chapter 4.
References are by ucchvdsa, page and line number to Buhler and Peterson’s

edition in the Bombay Sanskrit Series (Buhler 1887, Peterson 1891); this
edition has the advantages of giving variant readings, a feature on which I
will draw in my discussion, and of being among the moreeasily accessible
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editions, which will make it easier to track down my references and check
my claims in context. All translations are my own.

Chapter 2
Approach
I will outline here in the bare essentials my conception of what grammar
and style are, and what their relationship may be. More will probably be
implicit in the way that I deal with the material in chapter 4. My thinking
about the connection between grammar and style has been influenced by

Spencer (1964) and Landfester (1997).

2.1

Grammar

A grammar can be thought of as a body of knowledge, available to the
speaker of a language for use, though mostly unconscious, providing some
mechanismsfor verbal expression and understanding, and failing to provide
others, in this way laying down the rule on what is possible and whatis
impossible in the language that the speaker knows. It may further be
argued that in addition this body of knowledge makes the production and
understanding of some grammatical structures more difficult than that of
others, and that the speaker will be aware of this relative difficulty or ease,
and will be able, in the production of language, to aim for any point on
the scale. A grammar in this conception does not fully determine the use
that will be madeof it, leaving the speaker ample latitude to choose, using
it, the expression he desires, all the while being swayed by various external
influences, many of them originating from the society in which he operates
and towards which he adopts an attitude, not least of all communicated
verbally. This is an outlook which I believe to be basically compatible with
the views of mainstream modern linguistics. I will avoid all formalism as
much as possible (and have been quite successful, I think). The relative
11

difficulty or ease with which a grammarlets one produce different structures
will be referred to with the basic Prague School structuralist dichotomy of
‘marked’ and ‘unmarked’ constructions.

2.2

Style

I have outlined how the grammarof his language provides the author with
the means to express himself (though he will not be aware of the exact
workings of these means), but leaves the choice of how exactly he doesit
— which particular operation from among those provided by his grammar
he employs — firmly with him. The first characteristic of style now is
that it involves him making this selection. Various considerations will
influence him, but he has the opportunity to imprint his individuality on
the series of choices he makes. It is not enough, however, that he prefers one
expression over another in one particular situation only; for this preference
to be stylistic, to cease to be random,it has to be repeated whenever the
author is faced with a similar choice. This repetition, the second
characteristic of style, is what makes the reader notice that a choice has
indeed been made, and what it was; only after this step can the reader
start making inferences about the author’s intention behind the choice.
The third characteristic of style is that the same effect can be achieved
by different stylistic devices; if the author wants to increase the likelihood
that his intention 1s recognized, he will use the combination of several
related devices for combined effect. If one tries to see this processofstylistic
interaction from the reader’s (or stylistics student’s) point of view, it may
be said that a reader approaches a text with certain expectations, based on
his previous exposure to its author, to its literary genre, etc. Most of these
expectations will be fulfilled, but occasionally he will encounter something
unexpected. If he repeatedly encounters the same unexpected thing, this
will gradually change his set of expectations and what used to be seen as

unusual will (maybe only for the time being, for this author, for this text)
be experienced as normal.
12

2.3.

General demands of communication

For completeness’ sake, mention should be made of the existence of communicational principles that cannot be called grammatical, but in their raw
form are not stylistic either. I am thinking here of such basic needs as to
engage and hold thelistener’s (or reader’s) attention, because otherwise
there will be no communication at all, to maintain a certain level of intelligibility, etc. I will, however, not need to invoke these principles in the
further course of discussion.

13

Chapter 3
History
It may come as a surprise quite how many treatments of Sanskrit word order have accrued over the years. Some information can naturally be plucked

from the surveys of Sanskrit syntax — Speijer (1886), Delbriick (1888), and
Speyer (1896) — or even from general grammarsof the language, especially
that of Renou (1968). Next there are those works which treat comprehensively of just the order of words: Delbriick (1878), Thommen (1905), Lahiri
(1933), and Canedo (1937). Finally, a large numberof articles and parts
of books have of course been dedicated to individual aspects of Sanskrit
word order; a few of these will be mentioned below when the needarises.
A comprehensive bibliography of writings on any aspect of Sanskrit syntax

is provided in Hock (1991).
It should be noted that the larger works aiming at more or less complete
coverage at a certain level of detail are all beginning to look somewhat dated
now. This shows not so much in the facts usefully collected and categorized
there, as in the (often unspoken) theoretical assumptions underlying the
presentation. It will be useful to discuss the nature and development of the
most important ones in outline.
The fundamental assumption that is at the heart of not just the older
but basically all the literature, but an assumption nonetheless, is that the
most useful, or natural, or only viable way to treat word order variation is
to take one variant as basic and the others as derivative. While everyoneis
more or less in agreement that the derivative variants belong to the domain
of stylistic choice, and are so to speak derived anew every time such a
choice against the basic variant is made, conceptions of the nature of the
basic variant have undergone some changes. To begin with, Delbriick (1878
15

and 1888) called the basic variant ‘traditionell’ and the derivative variant
‘occasionell’. The main motivation for the speaker to choose an ‘occasional’
word order in Delbruck’s conception is to emphasize a word:
Nebender traditionellen Wortstellung giebt es occasionelle, deren hauptsachlichstes Grundgesetz das folgendeist: Je wichtiger
ein Wort dem Redenden erscheint, um so entschiedener strebt
es dem Anfang des Satzes zu. Oder da man die Wichtigkeit des
Wortes durch die Betonung zu erkennen giebt: je mehr ein Wort
durch den Ton ausgezeichnet wird, um so mehr ruckt es nach

vorn. (Delbriick 1888, p. 16)
The ‘traditional’ word order, on the other hand, is that which the
speaker has inherited from his forefathers, which was already present in
the Indo-European proto-language, and which is also found in related languages, such as Latin (Delbriick 1878, p. 13, 1888, p. 16). This conception
suffered from the supposition that there was no word order variation in

Indo-European itself (since only the traditional word orderis inherited),
and was never fully adopted by other scholars. As Bloomfield (1912/13,
p. 174 f.) puts it, treating of the different positions of the verb in Vedic:
The preceding discussions with their illustrations have been carried on from the point of view of the end position of the verb;
the variations from that position have been treated as tho they
were descendant forms. I would, however, once more disavow
the opinion that the final verb type was at any time the exclusive type of expression.
Delbruck himself subsequently dropped the term ‘traditional’ for his comparative Indo-European syntax (in Brugmann & Delbriick 1897-1916). He
is using ‘habituell’ there instead, and has given up the position that the
basic word order has a greater claim to antiquity than the derivative one.
Speijer (1886, p. 9), while talking about a ‘traditional or regular arrangement’ as opposed to ‘various exceptions caused by the exigencies of style,
euphony, metre etc.’, is not making any (pre-)historic claims on behalf of
his terms, and in the writings of his successors, the dichotomy is consistently continued in the guise of ‘habitual’ vs. ‘occasional’ (Thommen 1905,

Canedo 1937, Renou 1968).
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Later, with the rise of linguistics as an independent and increasingly selfconscious discipline, new terminology has been introduced. The structuralist dichotomy of ‘marked’ vs. ‘unmarked’ has achieved a certain longevity
and is still current; and also because it is akin in spirit to the old ‘habitual’ vs. ‘occasional’, it has been adopted here. As linguistics came to see
its central task not in the description of the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of linguistic
activity (which are directly relevant for stylistics), but rather in the quest
for the ‘how’ (the mechanisms that make linguistic activity possible in the
first place, more remotely relevant for stylistics), formalism and a plethora
of new terminology blossomed. No useful purpose would be served, however, in rehearsing it here; the interested reader is directed to Staal (1967),
the first treatment of Sanskrit word order that was linguistic in this new
sense, to Gillon (1996), who elaborates on Staal’s ideas, and to some of the
articles and, once again, the bibliography in Hock (1991).
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Chapter 4
Application
I will now proceed to the examination of grammatical syntax and syntactic
style, as manifested in the word order phenomenaassociated with predicates in our text. I will consider it the unmarked case that the verb is at
the very end of its clause; in practical terms this means that no special
commentis called for if an instance of a verb in that position occurs. This
does not, however, mean that no stylistic effect can be achieved by the employment of an unmarked word order: a text can certainly be conspicuous
for being plain, for consistently avoiding the unusual, as indeed is true of
Brahmana prose. But in this case the stylistic effect results from the unusually high frequency with which the unmarked structure is encountered;
the individual occurrenceof, e.g., a verb in clause-final position does
still not call for an explanation. The Dasakum4@racarita, it should besaid
at this point, is certainly not conspicuous for syntactic plainness.

4.1

Bridges between sentences

The first unusual word order that will be considered is that in which the
predicate occurs at the very beginning of its clause, and is followed by the
sentence-connecting particle ca, as in:
anatsitc ca tato me mam devasyadlakesvarasyasthanim.
(4.3.18; ‘And my father took me to the audience hall of the

god, the lord of Alaka.’)
In his Sanskrit syntax of 1886, Speijer, talking about the connection

of sentences, remarks that the type ‘{TsTl aeTaes yataqautas:|
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we AT ATA [instead of ATSTe]’ (p. 12, from the Hitopadesa)‘often occurs,
especially in polished style’. He then further illustrates it with the following
passage from our text:
aham tu... visam ksanad astambhayam; apatac ca bhiimau
mrtakalpah. (4.7.19; ‘I stopped the poison in an instant; and

he fell on the ground asif dead.’)
In the same year Jacobi, in his Maharastri reader, described the same
construction for that language (extending his observation to Sanskrit in
his article of 1895, illustrating extensively from the second ucchvasa of
our work). He is innovative in his attempt to explain the relationship
between the initial position of the verb and the particle ca:
Da namlich ca, ya eigentlich nur Worte verbindet, so muf®es,
um Satze zu verbinden, hinter das wichtigste Wort, welches nun
in den Anfang zu stehen kommt, treten. Welches das wichtigste
Wort ist, ergiebt der Zusammenhang; wenn derselbe aber nicht
fur ein anderes Wort einen besonderen Nachdruck verlangt, so
tritt das Verbum als das wichtigste Klement der Erzahlung in
den Vordergrund und nimmt ca, ya nach sich.
One may beforgiven the feeling that Jacobi’s reasoning falls a bit short
of convincing here, is in fact hiding a circularity: it is difficult to argue, in
a case in which the predicate (or indeed any part of the clause) is opening
the sentence, that it is not itself the most important word; and since
his contention is that the predicate is the most important element of the
narrative sequence if nothingelse is specially emphasized (which in itself is
not obvious and would require more, or indeed some, discussion), why then,
following his reasoning, is the last and not the first position the unmarked

position of the (verbal) predicate?
The means to unravel this tangle of cause and effect is to realize that the
whole matter departs from the fact that the author wants to join together
two sentences (as evidenced by the mere presence of ca, anywhere in the
second sentence); one strategy at his disposal is to front the predicate of
the second sentence while keeping that of the first in its usual end position
(and to make the two predicates similar semantically, morphologically, or
phonetically, see below). If he then wants to underline the connectedness of
the sentences by using the conjunction ca, does he have any choice but to
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put it in the second position of the sentence? While Jacobi does not seem to
think so, it is not really too difficult to point out some instances where the

sentence- (or clause-) connecting ca is not in the second position; a little
detour will provide an opportunity to make some further points about the
role of style in the making of Sanskrit word order.
The first three examples occur together, one following upon the other,
each in its own sentence; this is probably no coincidence: the author seems

to pursue a purpose in making his character (Kamapala) speak in this
way; to hazard a guess, this looseness of speech (the usual, maybe normative, position of ca of course being the second) may be meant to betoken
Kamapala’s youthful dissoluteness, but this is really an instance of a usage
which seemsto be stylized by the criteria of unexpectedness and repetition,
but where the associated intended effect cannot be clearly recovered:
katham apt samagacche ca; atha channam ca vtharata kumaripure sa maydsid apannasattua; kamcit sutam ca pra-

stitavatt. (4.3.1; ‘And somehow I achieved a liaison; and then
she became pregnant from me, staying secretly in the girls’

chambers; and she gave birth to a child.’)
The next example seems to have its ca in a completely arbitrary position:
asminn evavakase purnabhadramukhac ca rajah Sayyasanasthanam avagamya tadaiva... surangam akaravam. (4.9.19;
‘On just that occasion, learning from Purnabhadra’s mouth of
the places where the king lay and sat, I at once made a tunnel.’)
In the last example, ca seems to link up the main clause with a preceding
gerundial clause, but the fact remains that the ca is not in the second
position of its own clause.
tatah ... kandapatapariksipte viviktoddese darbhasamstaram adhisayya, suvayam krtanumaranamandanaya ca tatra
samnidheyam. (4.7.3; ‘Then, after laying him down on pile
of grass in a secluded place surrounded by a canvas, you have to
put on the ornaments for following in death and lie down there

together (with him).’)
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To sum up: I object to the ‘mu’ in Jacobi’s first sentence; it has been
demonstrated to be off the mark. In this way, not only is the presence or
absence of ca within the realm of choice of the author (thus potentially
stylistic), but also if it is present, then its position is not automatic (determined by a rule of grammar), but quite as much up to the author’s
preference (thus also potentially stylistic). It is true that the unmarked
position of sentence-connecting ca is the second position: so in the construction described by Jacobi we have an instance of a stylistic effect being
achieved not by the employment of a marked structure, but by the employment of an unmarked structure even beyond the frequency that is expected:
while in our text, sentence-connecting ca does occasionally occur in a nonsecond position, it 1s, without any exception at all, in the second position
if a fronted predicate is used to connect sentences.
Tio connect two sentences, Dandin puts the predicate of the second sentence in the first position, often choosing it so it is similar to the predicate
of the first sentence, and consistently reinforces the effect by using the
conjunction ca, and by placing it immediately after the fronted predicate,
thus setting it off from the rest of the sentence. Before proceeding to a
detailed analysis of this method of sentence linking, some remarks on how
it presents itself in the further history of research will be of interest.
Following the title of Jacobi’s article, the term ‘Inversion’ (of subject
and predicate) came to be regularly used of the construction; this is only
half appropriate inasmuchas the figureis neverreally treated as a swapping
of places of the subject and predicate, but always as the predicate moving
into a position in front of its subject: the very beginning of the clause;
and rightly so, as this manoeuvreis all about bringing parallel words into
contact across the sentence boundary, and does not directly concern the
position of the subject at all. The usefulness of ‘Inversion’ is further decreased by the fact that it 1s used to cover the case of the predicate in

‘second’ position (see below) as well.
Thommen(1905, based on his Gottingen dissertation of 1903) points out
that while predicate fronting with ca does occur in the main body of the
Dasakumaracarita it is absent from the first ucchvasa of the Purvapithika

(the one that he has looked at); considering that this ucchvasa fills 11 pages
in Buhler’s edition, and that predicate fronting is very frequent indeed in
the passage that Iam examining,this is quite a remarkable fact. Thommen
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also offers an illustration of the phenomenon drawn from Asoka’s Rock
Edict 4:
esa ae ca bahuuvidhe dhammacarane vadhite; vadhayzsatt ceva devanam priyo priyadasi raja dhammacaranam idam. (Girnar, ll. 7 f.; ‘That other various religious practice has also been promoted; and king Priyadasi, beloved of the
gods, will promote this religious practice.’)
Gawronski, in his comparison of the language of the Mrcchakatika with

that of the Dagakumaracarita (1907), is drawing on Thommen’s work; but
it is interesting to note that by now heis referring to the ‘bekannte, dem

Dagak. eigentumliche Konstruktion’ (p. 29). By calling this construction
the ‘ca-Verbindung’ (p. 29) he is giving centre stage to an aspect that has
no claim to it. Canedo (1937, pp. 25-31), on the other hand, recommends
himself by treating predicate fronting with ca as just one specialized case
of predicate fronting in general, and by mentioning under this heading the
tendency, in the case of a subordinate clause (‘Vordersatz’) being followed
by a main clause (‘Nachsatz’), for the predicates of the two clauses to be
adjacent; ‘im ganzen kann man wohl sagen, daf diese Stellung in weitem

Umfang als Anschlufstellung zu gelten hat’ (p. 29).
One should realize that it has never been established how widespread or
otherwise this construction 1s: some say that it is a ‘type’ that ‘often occurs’
(Speijer 1886, p. 12); others, that it is peculiar to the Dagakumaracarita
(Gawronski 1907, p. 29). The only examples that have ever been actually
adduced in support of the one attitude or the other are just a handful from
the Dagakumaracarita, and one each from the Hitopadega (Speijer), the

Pacatantra (Jacobi), and Asoka (Thommen, Canedo). There certainly are
distributional limits to be established: it seems, e. g., that this construction
is quite alien to Brahmana prose, which very much prefers to leave its verbs
in their original end position, and uses other meansto establish connections
between sentences (such as anaphoric demonstrative pronouns moved into

the first position).
The discussion of the various guises in which our construction appears
can be started off with a particularly nice illustration of how we really have
to do with a fronting of the predicate and not an interchange between it
and the subject, and of how a ca is introduced in connection with it. At
4.2.12, Peterson is following his manuscripts A and B for the reading
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mitravan mayy avartista. mayatkada rahasi 7atavisrambhena prstah sobhasata svacaritam. (‘He treated melike a friend.
When I once asked him in private, having gained his trust, he

told me his story.’)
His manuscript C, however, has the variant
mitravan mayy avartista; prstas ca mayatkada rahast 7atavisrambhena sobhasata svacaritam.
If the subject and the predicate had indeed traded places, we would have
prstas caikada rahasi jatavisrambhena maya instead of the actual result.
The point made is independent of which readingis to be preferred here;
the correspondence between the normal construction and that with its predicate fronted, a ca in second position, and the rest of the clause unaffected
is clearly there, be it in the head of Dandin himself or of a later scribe erroneously carrying over Dandin’s general habit to this particular instance.
That said, apart from possible reservations about the quality of manuscript
C, it is not clear why Peterson has adopted the reading he did: the bridging construction here seems quite in accordance with Dandin’s usage, serving as it would to connect two sentences between which there is an intimate connection of meaning to start with (the quality of Pirnabhadra and
Kamapala’s relationship, forming the basis for what follows: ‘He treated
me like a friend; and when, having gained his trust, I once asked him in
private, he told me his story’). That it is the predicate not of a main but

of a subordinate (participial) clause (a participrum coniunctum) that is
fronted does not present a problem, as a procession of various examples
will show now; they are arranged according to which sort of clause the two
adjacent predicates belongto.
First is the usual case, in which it is the predicates of two main clauses
that are brought together; this is the most frequent type:
purusam ekam aya@mavantam ... avtrataruditocchtinatamradrstim adraksam; atarkayam ca... (4.1.4; ‘I
saw a man,tall, ..., with eyes that were swollen and copperred from ceaseless crying; and I reflected ...’)
adaya cainam tivrasnehan mamapitroh samnidhim anazisam; anatsic ca tato me mam devasydlakesvarasyasthanim. (4.3.17; ‘And out of deep affection picking him up
24

I took him to my father; and my father took me to the audience

hall of the god, the lord of Alaka.’)
Note the lexical similarity anazsam anazsic.
balas ca kila Sudrakdavasthe tuvayy Gryadasyavasthayam mayy
udabhut; avardhyata ca vinayavatya. (4.4.5; ‘And

the child was born (so he told me) when you were in your
Siidraka existence and I was in my Aryadasi existence; and it
was brought up by Vinayavati.’)
There is a semantic connection of ‘natural progression’ between udabhit
and avardhyata.
athaparedyuh... vidhivad adtmajayah panim agrahayat,;
aSravayac ca tanayavart(t)am taravalt kantimatyaz somadevisulocanendrasenabhyaé ca purvajatiurttantam. (4.5.2;
‘Then, on the next day, ... he ceremoniously gave me the hand
of his daughter; and Taravali told to Kantimati the story of
her son, and (gave) to Somadevi, Sulocana, and Indrasena an

account of their previous births.’)
The sequence of two causatives, with the attendant phonetic similarity -ahaya- -dvaya-, may be intentional.
pacavarsadesityam simhaghosanamanam kumadram abhyasecayat; avardhayac ca vidhinainam sa sadhuh.
(4.5.9; ‘He anointed the about five-years-old prince called Simhaghosa; and he brought him up properly, the good man.’)
sakhi me taravali sapatni ca... pranamyamanapy asmabhir
upodhamatsara pravasat; avasidatz ca nah patth.
(4.5.22; ‘My friend and co-wife Taravali, in spite of being entreated by me, ran off, her jealousy kindled; and our masteris

dispirited.’)
Here there is a twofold phonetic pattern -v-s-t¢ -v-s-d and -d-a-a- a-a-2-.
Interestingly, there is one case which is the inverse of the preceding:
here not the predicates but the subjects of two sentences have been brought
together to establish connection; even the usual ca is present:
25

karpanyam iva varsati mMlanatadram caksuh; arambhaég ca sahasanuvadi. (4.1.6; ‘Piteously rains the lacklustre eye; and the undertaking bespeaks rashness.’)
This only serves to show that identical effects can be achieved by different
mechanisms (predicate fronting vs. subject postposition), and that style
has not really to do with how a sentence has been derived, but much more
with the superficial form that the sentence actually takes (a point also made

by Landfester (1997, p. 3), with reference to Chomsky’s competence-performance dichotomy).
Second are those cases in which the predicate being fronted is not actually the main predicate of the second sentence, but the predicate of its
first clause, which is subordinate to the main clause and, in all the cases
considered here, non-finite. This occurs with locatives absolute:
athasyam kastpuryam aryavaryasya kasyacid grhe corayatua rupabhigrahito ’badhye; baddhe ca mayt mattahasti mrtyuvijayo nama... uttamamatyasya Sasanda)...
mandalitahastakandam abhyadhavat. (4.1.14; ‘Then, caught
red-handed whenstealing in the house of some eminent vaisya in
this Kasi town, I was bound; and me being bound, on the commandof the chief minister a ruttish elephant called Mrtyuvyaya,

coiling the segments of his trunk, attacked.’)
(the lexical connection of ’badhye and baddheis obvious), and with gerundial clauses:
paretavase varanasyam kam api darakam rudantam adraksam; adaya cainam tivrasnehan mama pitroh samnidhim anaisam. (4.3.17; ‘In a cemetery ground in Varanasi, I
saw a boy weeping; and picking him up out of deep affection,I

took him to my father.’)
Next we have something of a borderline case:
baddhe ca may mattahastt mrtyuvijayo nama... uttamamatyasya Sasanaj... mandalitahastakandam abhyadhavat;abhipatya camaya nrbhayena nrbhartsitah ...
bhita zva nyavartista. (4.1.16; ‘And me being bound, on the
26

commandof the chief minister a ruttish elephant called Mrtyuvijaya, coiling the segmentsof his trunk, attacked; and, attacking,
being fearlessly threatened by me ... he retreated as if in fear.’)
It cannot actually be seen that fronting has taken place (abhipatya would
be in the same position if the second sentence stood on its own), butstill
there is the ca and the semantic and phonetic similarity of abhyadhdavat
and abhipatya. It is interesting to note how the author, by establishing
the well-defined pattern that I am describing, makes his readers see this
sentence with other eyes than they might otherwise have done.
The following example presents two interesting difficulties.
vesesu vilasantam mam vinayarucir asdv avarayat; punar avaryadurnayas caham apasrtya ... saha sakhibhth kandukena partkridamanam kastbhartus candasimhasya kanyam kantimattm namacakame. (4.2.16; ‘Holding
discipline in high esteem, he restrained me from amusing myself
in brothels; but again, my bad discipline being unrestrainable,
Tran away ... and fell in love with the daughter of Candasimha
the lord of Kasi, named Kantimati, who was playing about with

a ball together with her friends.’)
First of all, punar is not only inconvenient in that it prevents avaryadurnayas from occupying the initial position that one has come to expect
(and in that it makes sentence-connecting ca the third word, which,as has
already been seen, is unusual generally and non-occurring with the bridging
construction): it is also not clear how to accommodate both punar and ca
semantically in this sentence (I admit that I do not consider my ‘but again’ a
happy rendering of punar... ca). It is true that punar is supportedbyall
(three) of Peterson’s manuscripts, but still, considering all these problems,
I think that Wilson was right when he deleted punar ex coniectura, and
that Peterson should not have reinstated it. This leaves us with the revised
reading
vesesu vilasantam mam vinayarucir asav avarayat; avaryadurnayas caham apasrtya ... saha sakhibhth
kandukena partkridamanam kasibhartus candasimhasya kanyam kantimatim namacakame.
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I have taken as a premise that we are indeed dealing with a case of predicate
fronting here; this is supported not only by the result that it leads to
a reading that is semantically less awkward (avoiding having to square
off punar and ca), but also by the independent fact that there clearly

is some sort of fronting here (there is material in front of the subject
aham), combined with the fact that there is the sort of lexical (semantic
and phonetic) relationship between ava@rayat and avarya- that is so often
associated with the bridging construction.
The second difficulty concerns a subtle ambiguity of interpretation that
the sentence presents, which can be illustrated as follows. If fronting had
not taken place and every word were in its unmarked position, the sentence
would presumably looklike this:
aham avaryadurnayo ‘pasrtya ... cakame.
The ambiguity is in the role of avadryadurnayo in this sentence. In either
case, avaryadurnayois a predicative attribute (this is Speijer’s term; I have
provided some discussion in an appendix): in the form of an attributive
adjective, it furnishes a secondary predication of the subject of its clause.
But which clause does it belong to? Is it the the gerundial clause (with the
predicate apasrtya):
aham, avaryadurnayo ‘pasrtya, ... cakame.

or is it the main clause (with the predicate cakame):
aham, avaryadurnayo, ’pasrtya ... cakame.
As it is, our text being only available in written form and lacking punctuation, both interpretations are available, and seem to be of about equal
likelihood. In speaking, one would favour one or the other by makingslight
incisions in the intonation curve, probably slight pauses, at the points indicated by commas above. As readers, we are unfortunately deprived of
these hints or, according to viewpoint, lucky not to be prejudiced in our
interpretation by that of a reciter.
But this ambiguity is resolved in that form of the sentence (which we
actually have in our text) in which fronting has taken place, if we use
our hypothesis of how fronting works. (Alternatively, if it be preferred to
consider the situation not of the modern exegete of an ancient text, but that
of a living speaker of the language reading it: due to his internalized and
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largely unconscious knowledge of how fronting works — which has grown
from his constant exposure to the construction in the use of the language
— only one interpretation presents itself to him.) I should elaborate.
In all the examples of fronting that have been considered, and in those
that are still to come, the predicate under consideration is fronted to the
very beginning of its own clause. Never doesit leave its own clause and
get fronted to, say, the front of a superordinate clause. (And indeed, Gillon
(1996) claims from a comparative study of different movement processes in
a representative sample of sentences, that words in Sanskrit are quite generally never moved beyond the bounds of their own clause; if heis right,
this would support my argument, but I do not crucially depend onit.) If
this is accepted as a characteristic feature of the fronting construction, then
avaryadurnayas cannot belong syntactically to the gerundial clause, because that would mean that it has been moved out of its own properclause,
crossing the subject of the superordinate clause, aham. Therefore the second interpretation, in which avaryadurnayas is part of the main clause, is
the one I adopt. It should also be noted that a predicative attribute (though
only a secondary predicate) is predicative enough to be available for predicate fronting, especially if the main predicate of the clause (cakame) is far
away (the example has been considerably abridged).
In this way, a clear hypothesis of how a particular syntactic phenomenon
works can guide one towards an interpretation that will at least be principled and consistent; its potential to be, in addition, correct is certainly not
adversely affected. My final proposal for a (somewhat literal) translation
would, then, be: ‘and I, of incorrigibly bad discipline, ran away and ...
became desirous of the daughter of Candasimha...’
Third is the case in which predicate fronting is not, as in the preceding
examples, used to link more closely together a pair of sentences, but 1s employed to make for tighter cohesion of two clauses inside one and the same
sentence: in this latter case, the predicate of a subordinate clause (which
in the usual Sanskrit manner precedesits superordinate clause) remains in
its end position while that of the following main clause is moved so as to
be in contact with it (cf. Canedo’s remarks on ‘Vordersatz’ and ‘Nachsatz’,
above; he is referring to parallels in Greek and the Germanic languages).
Here, then, predicate fronting does not serve to bridge a gap between poten-

tially independent syntactic entities (whole sentence), but to reinforce the
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grammatical connection already existing between the constituent clauses
of a single sentence. This occurs with gerundial clauses:
anyah kasScin matangapatir aniyatam, yenaham muhurtam
vihrtya gacchamz gantavyam gatim. (4.2.6; ‘Pray
bring me some other elephant lord, with whom I may busy
myself a while before going the way I have to go.’)
athaham a@htyaj apta harasakhena... (4.3.19; ‘Then I

was called and addressed by the friend of Hara ...’)
and with participial clauses:
so ’’hamapy... urmimalinemibhimivalayam paritbhramann, upasaram kadactt kastpurim varanasim. (4.1.1;
‘I, too, wandering about the circle of the earth garlanded andfellied by waves, at one time approached the Kasi town Varanasi.’)
The following, though not really containing a participle, seems to be essentially of the same construction (cf. Speijer (1886, p. 283): ‘The participial
employment is not limited to the participles. Any adjective may be employed as if it were a participle.’):
ato ... tasya sadhoh purah pranan moktukamo badhnami parikaram. (4.6; ‘Therefore, wishing to let go of
life before this good man, I make preparations.’)
Since the second ‘conjunct’ in these cases 1s not a complete sentence, but
just the main clause of one, no sentence-connecting ca is employed. This
third case, which shows that the possibility to express close connection between two clauses by making their predicates adjacent exists independently
of the conjunction ca, supports my decision to consider, in the phenomena
treated in the first two parts of this section, the movement of the verb primary and the use of ca, though regularly accompanyingit there, secondary.

4.2

Predicates in the ‘second’ position

We now turn to another construction involving the movement of the predicate out of its unmarked clause-final position. Just as Jacobi’s article may
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be considered the locus classtcus for what we have called bridging, the
discussion of those cases in which the verb is in so-called ‘second position’
starts from an article that that has since acquired a certain fame for independent reasons: Wackernagel’s ‘Uber ein Gesetz der indogermanischen
Wortstellung’. After discussing the position in the sentence of the enclitic
pronouns and particles of Greek and other Indo-European languages on a
full hundred pages (this position, after the first full word of the clause, is
determined by what is now often called Wackernagel’s Law), he devoted
the last two paragraphs of the last page to the position of the finite verb
in such sentences of Brahmana prose (he is drawing on Delbrtck (1878)
here) as sd hovdca gargyah or sé aiksata prajapatih. Here, the first word
of the sentence (which must not itself be enclitic; due to the predominant
sentence-joining strategy of this part of Sanskrit literature, it often is a
demonstrative pronoun) is followed be any enclitic particles that the sentence may have, then by the verb, then the rest. This has been seen with
sé (ha), other possibilities that Wackernagel mentions are itz ha, dpi ha,
tad u ha, and tad u sma.
This, of course, is Vedic, and as such not automatically relevant for
the discussion of our text, were it not the case that Jacobi, in his Inversions-article, published three years after Wackernagel’s, followed up his
lead as far as the last two examples are concerned. He presents about 20
sentences from the Pacatantra which start off with the word tad in its
meaning ‘therefore’, followed by the verb, followed by the rest of the sentence, possibly including the subject. His take on the relative importance
of grammatical rules and stylistic intent in conditioning this pattern is as
follows:
Jedochist die Inversion [of subject and predicate] nach tad nicht
Gesetz, sie bildet nur die Majoritat der Falle. In einer starken
Minoritat steht irgend ein anderes Wort nach tad, namentlich
wenn der Satz lang oder der Pradikatsausdruck kompliziert ist.
Die Inversion wird also nicht durch einen sprachlichen Zwang,

sondern durch ein feineres Stilgefuhl vorgeschrieben. (p. 336)
So this case of ‘Inversion’ is just as optional as the other one. More difficult, as always, is to determine the author’s motives for doing what he
does. Jacobi goes on to explain what he means by the ‘morerefinedstylistic sensibility’ that is supposed to be the driving force here: it was this
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sensibility that made Classical Sanskrit authors adopt a form of expression
that had (hypothetically) always been current in everyday language, and
was now used to enrich the stylistic armoury of the lettered. The immediate cause that triggered the employmentof this figure in the examples that
he quotes was according to him that many of them contain imperatives.
And since imperatives are inherently stressed, he can invoke the ubiquitous
‘emphasis’ explanation for any deviation from the usual word order.
Iam not going to deny that emphasis indeed plays a role in these cases,
but even if that is accepted the question remains to be answered: whatis
so special about the second position that the verb is moved there instead
of to the very beginning of the clause? Now it is profitable to return
to Wackernagel’s discussion of enclitics. He concludes the passage about
Sanskrit verbs with the observation that the word-order behaviour that
they show is ‘ganz die Weise deutscher Satze mit Inversion’. This has
to be taken together with his views on how word order changed on the
way from the Indo-European proto-language into the individual branches
of the family (pp. 425 ff.): he is projecting the accentual situation of Vedic,
where the verbal predicate of a main clause is normally unaccented while
the predicates of subordinate clauses do bear an accent, back to the protolanguage; then he takes this reconstructed difference of accent to demand
a difference in position as well: the verbs of main clauses, at least if they
did not exceed a length of maybe two or three syllables, in common with
other enclitic words followed the first word of the sentence; while longer or
accented verbs in main clauses, and all verbs in subordinate clauses, were
in clause-final position; Germanic later generalized the ‘second’ position to
all main clause verbs, while Vedic at least preserved it, and maybe dropped
the length restriction on enclitic verbs as well.
What Wackernagel does not do is establish the hypothesized correlation
between accentual status and position for Vedic itself in the first place. He
should have done this as the necessary first step before postulating it for
the proto-language and speculating on the origin of the Germanic word
order. As it turns out, the main clause word order of German verbs is not
at all like that of enclitic words in the early Indo-European languages. T’he
latter blindly follow the first word of the sentence, regardless of whether
this word in itself makes up a complete constituent of its clause or not,
as in his example sé hovdca gargyah. Their position is thus a purely
phonological phenomenon in that they are a word class defined by the
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phonological criterion of bearing no accent, and in that their position is
determined by the phonological structure of the sentence (‘after the first
word’, a word being an accent-bearing unit), not its syntactic structure. As
for the German case: main clause verbs are in no sense lacking an accent;
and their position is not determined by phonological, but by syntactic
criteria: they follow not the first word, but the frst constituent of
the sentence, regardless of the length it may have: ‘Der Mann, den ich
gestern in der Bibliothek getroffen habe, wohnt im Haus gegenuber.’
So far it is undecided really which pattern the ‘second-position’ verbs of
Sanskrit follow: that of enclitic words, or that of the German main clause
verb, or maybe some other? Going through our text, it becomesclear that
this marked position of the verb is much rarer than that described in the
previous section; a full list can be given here of ‘second-position’ verbs after
tad:
tat prccheyam enam, asti cen mamapi ko ’p1 sahayya-

vakasas. (4.1.8; ‘Therefore let me ask him whether there is
some opportunity for me to give help.’)
tad viramya karmano ’sman maltmasat kim alam ast
prapadyasman aryaurttya vartitum itz? (4.2.10; “Therefore
why don’t you desist from this dirty work and approach me to

be in an honourable profession?’ )
tad astam kantimatz. (4.5.1; ‘Therefore let Kantimati alone.’

= ‘no need to talk about K.’)
There are only two more cases of tad meaning ‘therefore’ in our text;
they are added here to show that movement of the verb is optional:
tad aham amunaiva saha citagnim aGroksyamt. (4.7.1;
‘Therefore I will mount the funeral pile together with him.’)
tad atra praptaripam cintayatu kumara eva. (4.11.7;
‘Therefore may the prince decide what is suitable here.’)
Finally, there are some very few cases where the verbal predicate without tad occurs in what is the second position in the trivial sense of just
counting words:
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satyam Qha varakt. (4.3.21; ‘The poorgirl speaks the truth.’)
kantumatidarganaya nayami tvam.

(4.4.16; ‘I will take

you to see Kantimatt.’)
Unfortunately, both sentences contain only three words altogether, so that
it cannot be decided which sort of permutation has led to their word order.
As for motives, it is probably safe to suggest that in the second case the
syllable sequence -na@ya nayda- was intended.
A pity it may be, but all that can be said is that the construction with
the verb in the ‘second’ position occurs too rarely in our text sample to
draw any firm conclusions. To reach those, clearly much larger amounts of
text will have to be sifted, but in the absence of time and space, and true
to my purpose of treating a text of manageable size exhaustively, I have to
leave that for a later occasion.

4.3.

The remainder

Maybe the most surprising result of this investigation was that if those
cases are subtracted where the predicate is in its unmarked position, those
whereit is part of the bridging construction, and those whereit is in second
position after tad (however little that position may be understood yet),
then those predicates still unaccounted for are very few indeed and, taking
a closer look, even most of them fall into reasonably clear categories.
Emphasis may be much misused as an explanation for word order phenomena, but at the end of the day there are indeed some cases which seem
to be best so explained:
kstnott pura sa krtaghno bhavantam. (4.5.15; ‘This in-

grate will kill you before long.’)
Connected with the preceding is the front position of an imperative
verb; the verb seems to tend more to the first position the more directly
the request is expressed:
kathaya tathyam! (4.5.20; ‘Tell the truth!’)
anyah kagcin matangapatir antyatam. (4.2.6; ‘Pray bring
me some otherlordly elephant.’)
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The politeness, as also the rest of the last sentence, is ironic.
While not exceptionless by far, there is at least a noticeable tendency
for nominal predicates to precede their subjects:

karkago ’yam purusah. (4.1.6; ‘This man is hard.’)
tathoddharaniye caksusi yatha tanmtlam evasya maranam bhavet. (4.6.7; ‘The eyes are to be drawn out in such a

way that it causes his death.’)
Finally, the word as- receives special treatment.
existential verb, then it usually headsits clause:

If it 1s used as an

tat prccheyam enam, ast2z cen mamdapi ko ’pi sahayyavakagas. (4.1.8; ‘Therefore let me ask him whether there is some
opportunity for me to give help.’)
asitt kusumapure rajo ripumjayasya mantri dharmapdalo
nama visrutadhth Srutarsth. (4.2.14; ‘There was in Kusumapura a minister of king Ripumjaya, Dharmapala by name, of

famous wisdom,a learned rsi.’)
Not only does the existential as- of the last sentence favour the first position; this is also the beginning of a story, a context in which first-position
verbs are the rule and not the exception. If as- is used as a copula, then it
is enclitic:
ayam asmz2 bhavayamata, bhavadanumatya vina tava kanyabhimarst. (4.4.18; ‘This is your son-in-law, the lover of your
daughter without your permission.’)
This becomes especially clear when, as in the following case, as-, with
complete disregard for the syntactic structure of the clause, separates words
that have a strong case to stay together (here, as a noun phrase):
tasy asm dvaimaturah kaniyan bhrataham. (4.2.15; ‘Iam

his younger brother from a different mother.’)
Further, it may be noted that, despite the presence of the copula, this
sentence follows the order associated with nominal predicates.
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The preceding cases are all well-known categories which are described
in any one of the general treatments of syntax or word order mentioned in
chapter 3, so I felt individual references to the literature to be unnecessary.
But now, after everything has been said and done, there do remain yet
another few cases which are more complex or very unclear, and require
individual discussion. After that, I can assure the reader, practically every
predicate in our text sample has been accountedfor.
nathasya yaksanam manibhadrasy 4s mi duhita taravali na-

ma. (4.3.15; ‘I am the daughter of Manibhadra, the lord of the
yaksas, Taravali by name.’)
Here asmis not following the pattern of enclitic words; instead it is
in a position that is almost, but not quite like that of the German main
clause verb; it is not quite like it in separating the leading genitive noun
phrase from its head duhita, which may have beenthe result (‘Sperrung’,
‘hyperbaton’) intended.
aham eva mudho ’pardddho, yas tava duhitrsamsarganugrahino grahagrasta ivotkrantastma svayam eva samadistavan vadham. (4.4.20; ‘I am the stupid offender in
that I, as if possessed by a demon, transgressing the bounds,
have myself ordered the killing of you, who were gracious in
associating with my daughter.’)
Here, too, the Sperrung of tava duhitrsamsarganugrahino ... vadham
can hardly fail to be noticed; what remains unclear is by which grammatical
mechanism the author effected it: vadham seems to have been moved from
its original position to the end, but that is more usually done with ‘heavy’
words or phrases.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this study, I have formulated a particular outlook on the study of style
that is perhaps most clearly characterized by approaching the subject not
from the side of the impressions or presumed impressions that the style of
a text leaves on its readers (as when one talks of a ‘flowery’ or ‘vigorous’
style), but from the side of the means used. To distinguish those elements
of the text that are expressive of style from those that are not, the crite-

ria of selection (from among alternative available linguistic elements), of
(conspicuous) repetition (of the selected elements), and of combination (of
different devices serving the same end) have been used.
It has been possible to identify several stylistic characteristics of our
text: First, what I have called ‘bridging’. One particular from among those
potential positions of the predicate that are made available by the grammar

(the clause-initial position) is selected in such contexts whereit will result
in the predicate of the clause immediately following the predicate of the
preceding clause in its unmarked end-position. This pattern occurs repeatedly, and it occurs repeatedly in such a way that it is combined with the
employment of the conjunction ca when occurring at the sentence boundary, but not when occurring between two clauses of the same sentence, and
is also combined frequently with the existence of phonetic, morphological,
and semantic similarities between the two adjacent predicates. It has been
suggested how the recognition of such a stylistic pattern can be used in
textual criticism. In the approach followed, it would be the logically last
step to reconstruct which effect the author intended to achieve with this
stylistic device in his readers. It may be suggested that the effect is one
of highlighting the connection that obtains between the two sentences or
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clauses concerned in terms of temporal progression, logical presupposition,
or the like; it does not appear to be the case that the initial verb itself is
emphasized.
The second pattern that has been identified was that where the predicate of a sentence occurs in a position following a class of particular
sentence-initial words, mainly tad. While the pattern did occur frequently
enough in our text to be identified as such, the precise characterization

of this syntactic position (as made available by the grammar) was hampered by lack of material. It has been possible to state, though, that
the selection of this position was not consistently combined with some
other linguistic feature reinforcing a hypothetical stylistic effect. Rather, in
terms of mechanicalness, the correspondence devadatta uvaca : tad uvaca
devadattah, though still optional, reminds one of the German Devadatta
sagte : darum sagte Devadatta; in terms of the position the predicate
is actually in, however, there are clear differences between the languages.
The connection that had been drawn between this construction and the
bridging construction by Jacobi seems unjustified. Further investigation of
this construction with its attendant variations throughout a longer stretch
of text is still a necessity.
Finally, collecting and categorizing the remaining cases of predicates
occurring outside the unmarked position, it became clear that they are
surprisingly few in number, and that for most of them reasonable motivation can be provided.
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Appendix A
Predicative attributes
‘Predicative attribute’ may well appear to be a contradiction in terms,
which is why I have prepared this little appendix on the topic. As has
been seen in the main text, predicative attributes provide a predication
that is secondary to that of the main predicate of the clause. It has also
been seen how their predicativeness is strong enough to display word order
behaviour that is typical of predicates. Their characteristic position in the
clause is such that they follow the noun with which they agree (whereas
ordinary attributes usually precede) and are often separated from it by
some intervening words.
The designation ‘predicative attribute’ is borrowed from Speier: at

4.8.19 (‘maya ’st j7atamatrah papaya parityaktah’), Speijer (1886,
11) calls papaya a ‘predicative attribute’ and recommends: ‘when translating this sentence one should render JTTa4T by the adverb basely or 2n a base
manner’. (That Peterson’s text has putra yo ’st jatamatrah papaya
maya parityaktah sa..., and that his manuscripts A and C omit maya
altogether, does not affect Speijer’s point that predicative adjectives can be
used sufficiently like English adverbs to occasionally require translation as
such.) Lest the term ‘adverb’ itself be misleading: there are adverbs that
do not modify the verb, as their name would seem to imply, but rather the
subject, as in ‘The child played contentedly in the garden.’
For a very neat illustration of the potential equivalence of predicative

attributes and adverbs I am indebted to Bloomfield (1912/13, 175). He
juxtaposes the following two Rgveda verses (‘he who with sound wisdom
established the heavenly spaces’ in Bloomfield’s translation):

Ut yo rajamsy amimita sukratuh (6.7.7)
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Uz yo mame rajast sukrattyay (1.160.4)
The variation seems to be due to metrical expediency: the first verse is a
tristubh, the second a jagatz.
Other names that have been used for ‘predicative attribute’ are ‘unreines adjectiv’ (‘Wenn das adj. zum pradicat in irgend einer beziehung
steht (,unreines*“adj. ist), steht es habituell hinter seinem bezugswort.’ Thommen 1905, p. 527) and ‘semi-predicative postpositive adjective’

(Gonda 1960, p. 310).
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